































➤ Lovelock’s theorem (1971):
“The only second-order, local gravitational field equations 
derivable from an action containing solely the 4D metric tensor 
(plus related tensors) are the Einstein field equations with a 
cosmological constant.”
✦ > 2nd-order time derivatives.
✦ Non-local action ⇒ things like         .⇤ 2
✦ Introduce new fields.
✦ Posit extra dimensions.
✦ Don’t derive field equations from an action.
UK Dark Energy Strategy 20201.Classification.


























































































































































































CMB	has	only			l   ~	103	
or	~	106	modes	
fnlδφ		>	1/√N	~	10-3√N	
fnlδφ	~	(ns-1)	δφ ∼10-6   requires			N~1012		modes	(or	a		few	arc-sec	resoluXon)			














OpXmal	telescope		array	size		is			l	λ/2π  or	D	~100	km	 at λ~ 10 m
OpXmal	bandwidth			L=1	Mpc	(Δν/0.1MHz)	slices	of	the	universe	
	
	
seek	~10mK	signal	for	bright	sky	foreground:	TB~1000K	
	
	
SensiXvity:	need	millions	of	dipoles	for		weak	signal:										~	107	
	
Allows	N	~	1010		patches	on	sky	x	102			via	tomography	
to	aDain	1012		modes		versus	106	in	CMB		
	
					
gain	up	to		~103			in	N1/2							
	
	
	
			
21	cm	astronomy	in	dark	ages	
Not	easy:	need	to	remove	non-gaussian		foregrounds	at	level	of	x105	
D2
4 2
1015	mulXplies/sec	for	1024	antennae	at	400	MHz		in	2017		
LUNAR	RADIO	ARRAY:	1020	mulXplies/sec	for	106	antennae	at	30	MHz	
	compuXng	power	achievable	in	15	years	from	now?				
CHIME:	the	world’s	most	powerful	radio	telescope	in	BriXsh	Columbia	
CHIME	1024	antennae	
SKA-low	105	antennae	in	2025	
Lunar	Radio	Array	of		~	106	dipoles	
	sensiXvity	and	high	angular	resoluXon	at		40	MHz	
Far	side	of	the	Moon	~	2040	
The	ulXmate	dark	ages	explorer:	a	lunar	dipole	array	with	>	106	dipoles	
J.	Lazio	
Close-up	of	south	pole	
Shackleton	crater	
Thermal	image	
ESA	concept:	Moon	Village	
Aims:	business	and	tourism	in	2035+	
A	non-gaussianity	program	
•  CMB:	suborbital	+space					N~106					fnl~10			(>3σ)
•  OpXcal/IR		galaxy	surveys		N~108					fnl~1	
•  Radio:	SKA-Low-2:	~106	antennae	in	2025	(W.	Australia)		
•  far	side	of	Moon…N~1010			fnl~0.1	by	2035	
•  					and	eventually						N~1012			fnl~0.01	
Meerburg	+	2015	
fnl~1	is	a	generic	predicXon	in	mulXﬁeld	inﬂaXon	
aim:		detect	paDerns		of	nongaussianity	on	the	sky		
conclusions	
	
Nongaussianity	is	the	ulXmate	probe	of	inﬂaXon	
Observable	via	21cm		in	dark	ages:	need	many	modes	
	
Dark	maDer	may	be	primordial	black	holes	(PBH)		
over	broad	mass	range	
PBH		of	~103–105	Msun	can	solve	all	dwarf	galaxy		“problems”	
	
Forming	PBH	requires	primordial	nongaussianity		
	
Lunar		radio	array	will	provide				
Ø  100	improvement	in	precision	cosmology		
Ø  by	2040	when	Keith	will	sXll	be	young	
	
	
thanks	keith	for	great	collaboraXons		
and	interacXons	over		30	+	years!	
	
happy	birthday!	
